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Abstract: Renewable Energy Source (RES)-based power plants need to control the active and reactive
power at the Point of Common Connection (PCC) with the grid, in order to comply with the
requirements of the Transmission System Operators (TSOs). This point is normally far away from the
power converter station, and the cables and step-up transformers have a non-neglectable influence
on the delivered power. In order to overcome this drawback, this paper presents a control algorithm
that permits one to control remotely the power injected at the PCC, by adjusting the local controller
of the Voltage Source Converters (VSCs). In this work, the synchronization with the grid is done
based on the Virtual Flux (VF) concept. The results reveals that the VF estimation is able to produce a
reliable estimation of the grid voltage in any point of the network, and makes it possible to calculate
the necessary current reference for injecting a desired active and reactive power at a point that can be
some kilometres away. In this paper the main principle for this remote power control is presented.
Likewise, the simulation and experimental results will be shown in order to analyse the effectiveness
of the proposed system.

Keywords: voltage sensorless; virtual flux estimation; voltage source converter; proportional resonant
current controller; LCL-filter; remote point

1. Introduction

The prospects of renewable energy integration during the next years is still very optimistic. In fact,
Renewable energy sources (RESs) have become one of the most cost-competitive options for energy
generation, being solar photovoltaic, wind energy and hydropower the ones leading the ranking
of renewable energy capacity installation in 2015 according to the International Renewable Energy
Agency Report 2017 ([1], p. 18). In these generation systems, the use of power converters and its
controllability are key elements for achieving an effective grid integration of PV and wind power
plants. The control strategy of these grid-connected power converters, especially the current control
layer, can be performed in an αβ stationary reference frame, a dq0 synchronous reference frame, or in an
abc reference frame. For each of these reference frames, various control strategies have been developed,
tested and extensively discussed in the literature [2–4].

No matter the approach, grid synchronization is normally required for performing an
instantaneous monitoring of the state of the grid, as well as to estimate the frequency, phase and
magnitude of the voltage. The synchronization of power converters with the grid can be performed
either by direct measurement of the grid voltage [5] or by adopting a voltage sensorless [6] control
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solution. Voltage sensorless control has become an attractive solution because it can reduce costs
by means of reducing the number of sensors needed, which also contributes to increase the system
modularity. In the implementation of voltage sensorless control, the Direct Power Control (DPC)
and the Voltage Oriented Control (VOC) strategies are commonly used. Likewise, Virtual Flux (VF)
estimation [7] is one of the simplest way to achieve voltage sensorless control by estimating the grid
voltage condition. In [8,9], a comparison of the voltage-based control and the VF-based control both
working in DPC and VOC were presented. A few examples of the virtual flux working only in DPC
mode have been presented in the literature [10–13] while the work presented in [14] is an example of
the work related to virtual flux implementation in the VOC strategy.

In [15], a dual virtual flux model was implemented based on two cascaded low pass filters. In this
work, the control implementation was performed in the stationary reference frame. As the cascaded
structure presented in [15] could lead to a slower transient response, the works in [16–18] proposed
to simplify this structure and improve the dynamic performance by means of using the advantages
of the Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency Locked Loop (DSOGI-FLL). However,
these works were only focused on grid-connected power converters with LC and L filters, while the
vast majority of converters in RES applications use an LCL filter. Only a few studies have previously
considered VF-based voltage sensorless grid synchronization with LCL-filters [19–21]. In this regard,
the work presented in [22] is the extended version of the work done in [16] where the VF estimation
has been carried out considering that the inverter is connected to the grid through the LCL filter.
However, the work performed in [22] constitutes just an initial analysis and it is only validated through
simulation results.

This paper goes further in the analysis of grid connected power converters with LCL filter
connections and presents a control method based on the VF approach, which is able to control the
power injection not only at the second inductor of the filter, but also in a remote point of the line
where it is connected. The goal of this work is to control the active and reactive power injection at the
point of connection by adopting the VF-based synchronization method, extending thus the work done
in [16,19–22]. In this case, the control system will be designed in a stationary reference frame, and thus
a PR current controller will be adopted in the inner control loop. As it will be shown in simulations
and experiments, the proposed control scheme provides a good tracking and dynamic performance
under step changes in the reference power. Moreover, the approach presented permit us to control the
power injection not at the local connection point of the converter, but at the connection point of the
line. This is due to the fact that the VF is implemented in such a way that the voltage in a remote point
of the line can be estimated. In addition to the power control itself, this study could also benefit the
frequency and the voltage regulation methods in distributed generation applications as for instance
in microgrids.

The paper is structured as follows: in the first section, an overview of the proposed control
methods is presented, which includes the explanation of the grid synchronization based on VF
estimation, the effect of filtering configurations in the VF implementation, the inner loop control of the
VSC and the current reference generation. It will be continued with the simulation and experimental
results that shows a broad variety of testing scenarios, where the line impedance is changed and the
power tracking at remote points offers a good performance.

2. Proposed Control Method Based on VF for Power Converters with LCL Filters

An overview of the system that will be considered as the study case in this work is shown in
Figure 1. It should be noted that, as a difference with the previous works available in the literature
(which are focused on the application of VF estimation in power converters equipped with LC or
L connection filters), this paper deals with the control of a generic grid connected power converter
through LCL filters. The LCL filter is by large the most extended grid connection filter due to the
fact that it provides a good filtering response while optimizes the overall size and dimensions of the
filter. Moreover, the point of synchronization in previous works is normally located at the primary
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of the transformer, T1 as shown in Figure 1. As a difference, in this paper, the VF estimation point is
considered to be after the transformer, T2, which contributes to the uniqueness of this paper, as the
grid impedance is also considered in the VF estimation.
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The VF estimation enables to calculate the power at any point in the network and built controllers
to regulate the active and reactive power delivery. Therefore, the VF estimation can regulate the active
and reactive power not only at the output of the converter, but it is also possible to regulate the active
and reactive power at the connection transformer that interfaces a plant with the main grid. Normally
the connection point with the electrical company is far away from the converter. In this point, it is
necessary to guarantee the cos phi required by the electrical company in many cases, hence the control
proposed in this paper permits to regulate the active and reactive power delivery in a remote point.
The fact of controlling the power in a remote point is relevant as the standards are asking to regulate
the power at the connection point, which is not necessarily the output of the grid-side converter.

2.1. Introduction to VF Estimation

As mentioned in previous papers such as [7,8,16–18,22], a virtual flux, Ψ, can be obtained by
integrating the converter output voltage, Vconv. Using basic modulation knowledge, the converter
output voltage can be estimated easily by multiplying the pulse width modulation reference signal of
the converter, mref,αβ with the DC-link voltage. However, the voltage drop caused by the conduction
losses of the converter and the primary filter inductor, represented by the equivalent resistance R1,
should be taken into account for finding the converter output voltage before performing the integration.
Considering that the flux calculation will be based in the stationary reference frame, αβ, the virtual
flux can be calculated as shown in Equation (1):

Ψαβ(t) =
∫

Vconvdt + Ψ
0
=
∫

mre f ,αβ

(
Vdc
2

)
dt + Ψ0 (1)

The ideal integration shown in Equation (1) can be sensitive to drifts and offsets in the VF
estimation. Therefore, a Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator based Quadrature Signal Generator
(DSOGI-QSG) is used, which has a good filtering profile and permits obtaining quadrature signals.

It should be noted that the frequency input needed by the DSOGI-QSG used in this work is
available from the Frequency Locked Loop (FLL) output. By using the FLL, the system will be
adapted to the center frequency of the SOGI resonators and the overall DSOGI-QSG structure will be
automatically adapted to the variations in the grid frequency. The combination of the DSOGI-QSG
with the FLL is known as DSOGI-FLL and it was extensively presented in [3].

2.2. Grid Synchronization by Using DSOGI-FLL

As mentioned earlier, the model of the synchronization method used in both simulation and
experimental studies is based on the DSOGI-FLL. The DSOGI-FLL is suitable, as it provides a set
of orthogonal signal v-qv with no need of using any phase angle to synchronize the input signal.
Only one FLL is required in the VF estimation since both SOGIs are working at the same frequency.
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The dual SOGI-QSG configuration considering the FLL as well as the Positive and Negative Sequence
Components (PNSC) extractor is shown in Figure 2.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4  
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The frequency response of the previous transfer functions are shaped by the value of the gain 
constant, k. Selecting the gain constant, = √2 we obtain a good trade-off between overshoot and 
stabilization time. Therefore, = √2 will be used in both simulation and experimental analysis in 
this work. The resulting frequency characteristics of the SOGI-QSG are shown in the Bode diagram 
depicted in Figure 3.  

Figure 2. Basic structure of a dual second order generalized integrator-based quadrature signal
generator with frequency locked loop and PNSC.

The configuration of the PNSC used in this work is the same configuration presented in [2].
Considering the SOGI-QSG block in Figure 2, the v′ can be described as the direct output signal from
the input signal v whereas qv′ represents the in-quadrature output signal from v′, which is lagged 90◦.
The qv′ is in fact an integral of the output v′ multiplied with the frequency ω′. If the input vα and vβ

are considered as the input signals, the direct output signal vα
′ and vβ

′ as well as the in-quadrature
output signals, qvα

′ and qvβ
′ are the filtered components of the signals, where vα

′ and vβ
′ are in phase

with vα and vβ. Likewise, the in-quadrature output signals, qvα
′ and qvβ

′ are lagged 90◦ with respect to
the vα

′ and vβ
′. Finally, evα and evβ are the error signals which are measured between the input v and

the direct output, v′, for both α and β components.
Assuming a constant resonance frequency, ω′, the transfer function of the direct output signal

v′ with respect to the input v and the in-quadrature output signal qv′ with respect to v′ is given by
Equations (2) and (3), respectively:

v′
v
(s) =

kω′s
s2 + kω′s + ω′2 (2)

qv′
v

(s) =
kω′2

s2 + kω′s + ω′2 (3)

The frequency response of the previous transfer functions are shaped by the value of the gain
constant, k. Selecting the gain constant, k =

√
2 we obtain a good trade-off between overshoot and

stabilization time. Therefore, k =
√

2 will be used in both simulation and experimental analysis in
this work. The resulting frequency characteristics of the SOGI-QSG are shown in the Bode diagram
depicted in Figure 3.
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By referring to the transfer function stated in Equation (2) and the frequency responses shown
in Figure 3, it can be clearly concluded that the direct output voltage v′ has band pass characteristics
with unitary gain and zero phase shift at the fundamental angular frequency, ω0. On the other hand,
the transfer function stated in Equation (3) as well as the frequency response of the in-quadrature
signal, qv′ shown in Figure 3 has a low pass characteristic with unitary gain and −90◦ phase shift at
the fundamental frequency.

2.3. Implementation of VF Estimation with LCL Filter

The VF estimation is based on the current measurement at the converter side, Iconv. The three
phase quantities of the converter output current are transformed into the alpha-beta domain, as shown
in Equation (4): [

Iconv,α

Iconv,β

]
=

√
2
3
·
[

1 −1/2 −1/2
0
√

3/2 −
√

3/2

]
·

 Iconv,a

Iconv,b
Iconv,c

 (4)

Throughout this analysis, the converter current will be denoted as Iconv
αβ. V

∫
αβ is the compensated

converter output voltage, which is found considering the subtraction of the resistive voltage drop
at R1 from the converter’s output voltage. The compensated converter output voltage is given by
Equation (5):

v
∫

αβ(t) =
[(

mre f
αβ · vDC

)
−
(

r1 · iconv
αβ
)]

dt (5)

Moreover, since the power converter includes an LCL filter at the output, the capacitor current
should be taken into account. Hence, it will be estimated and denoted as Icf

αβ. In this work,
the capacitor current has been estimated using the estimated capacitor voltage, Vcf

αβ. Considering
the use of per unit frequency, ωpu in the estimation, the capacitor voltage in αβ components can be
obtained as shown in Equations (6) and (7), respectively:

vc f
α(t) =

((
v
∫

α

)
dt ·

[(
ωpu · l1

)
·
(

iconv
β(t)

)])
(6)

vc f
β(t) =

((
v
∫

β

)
dt ·

[(
ωpu · l1

)
· (iconv

α(t))
])

(7)
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Figure 4 shows the block diagram that permits to obtain the compensated converter output
voltage and the capacitor voltage in αβ.
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The compensated converter output voltage, V
∫

αβ in Figure 4a will be used later in the integration
in order to obtain the VF estimation in both positive and negative sequence. The estimation of the
capacitor voltage shown in Figure 4b is essential for obtaining the capacitor current, since the proposed
system is based on estimation and voltage sensorless measurements. The estimation of the capacitor
current based on the estimated capacitor voltage is shown in Figure 5.
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In Figure 6, the sequence separation of the converter and the integral of the grid current are
presented. In order to obtain the positive and negative sequence of converter current and also to
perform the integral of the grid current, four SOGI-QSG are used, where the frequency value comes
from the FLL.
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The virtual flux after considering the per unit values can be expressed as χ. The positive and
negative sequence of the virtual flux is shown in Figure 7.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7  
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As it can be seen in Figure 7, the DSOGI-FLL is used to perform the estimation of the flux. The 90◦

phase shifted for the sequence separation is available from the direct output, v′ of the SOGI-QSG.
Considering that the output is the derivative of VF, a change in the sign will be equal to a 90◦ phase lag.
The per unit positive sequence VF components can be calculated by using the equation stated in
Equations (8) and (9):

χ+
α (s) =

1
2

qv′α(s) +
1
2

v′β(s) (8)

χ+
β (s) =

1
2

qv′β(s) +
1
2

v′α(s) (9)

The inductive flux drop has been subtracted from the integrated voltage. Without considering
the positive and negative sequence separation, the virtual flux estimation at the filter capacitor can be
found using Equation (10). The Equation (10) can be simplified, giving rise to a simple time domain
Equation (11):

χ
αβ
c (t) =

[∫ (
mre f

αβ · vdc − r1 · iconv
αβ(t)

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

χ
∫
αβ

− l1 · iconv
αβ(t) (10)

χ
αβ
c (t) = χ

∫
αβ(t)− l1 · iconv

αβ(t) (11)

where χ
∫

αβ is the DSOGI-VF estimation. The positive and negative sequence of the capacitor current
can be obtained based on the positive and negative sequence of the VF estimation at the filter capacitor.
The VF estimation at the filter capacitor can be calculated by subtracting the induced flux drop at
L1 from the positive and negative sequence of the virtual flux, χ

∫
αβ. Considering only the positive

sequence component, Figure 8 shows the block diagram to obtain the positive sequence of the capacitor
current from the positive sequence of the VF estimation at the capacitor.
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The voltage drop at the grid side is determined by multiplying the added value of R2 and Rg with
the integral of the grid current, ϑg

αβ. The inductive fluxes drop at the grid side have been considered
by multiplying the grid current by the addition of L2, LT1, Lg and LT2. The values of LT1 and LT2 are
the 3% of the transformer base impedance, namely ZT1 and ZT2 (the rated power of the transformer T1

and T2 are 20 kVA). The resulting positive sequence VF estimation at the grid side in the stationary
reference frame, considering the configuration shown in Figure 1, is given by Equation (12):

χg
αβ+(t) = χ

αβ+
c (t)−

(
r2 + rg

)
· ϑg

αβ+(t)− (l2 + lT1 + lg + lT2) · ig
αβ+(t) (12)

where
ig

αβ+ = iconv
αβ+ − ic f

αβ+ (13)

The positive sequence coming from the virtual flux estimation at the grid side in Equation (13) is
shown graphically in Figure 9.
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As a reference, the resulting VF estimation at the point of synchronization, which is after the
transformer T1, is given by (14):

χg
αβ+(t) = χ

αβ+
c (t)− (r2) · ϑg

αβ+(t)− (l2 + lT1) · ig
αβ+(t) (14)

The active and reactive power measurement for both simulation and experimental are based on
Equations (15) and (16). Only the positive sequence of the VF estimation at the grid side is used since
the system will be tested in balanced condition in this study case:

p = χg
α+ · iβ − χg

β+ · iα = −χ⊥ · i (15)

q = χg
α+ · iα − χg

β+ · iβ = χ · i (16)
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where ⊥ is denoted a set of signals that are lagging the original ones 90◦ [16].

2.4. Effect of Filtering Configuration in the VF Implementation

As it has been previously mentioned, this work contributes to the actual state of the art by means
of designing an application oriented to LCL filter-based configurations, which is broadly extended
in the industry. In this paper, a passive damping has been considered for the LCL filter and hence
damping resistors are placed in series with the capacitor branch [23]. Considering the per phase model
of the LCL filter shown in Figure 1, the transfer functions considering two scenarios: with and without
the damping resistor are given by Equations (17) and (18):

GF,d(s) =
C f Rds + 1

L1C f L2s3 + C f (L1L2)Rds2 + (L1 + L2)s
(17)

GF(s) =
1

L1C f L2s3 + (L1 + L2)s
(18)

The damping resistor has been included in the design to smoothen the spike that appears when
considering the filter transfer function with only inductive and capacitive elements in Equation (18).
In order to have a more realistic approach the damping resistor will be considered as a former element
in the study case from now on. The LCL-filter parameters and other operating nominal values used
for both simulation and experimental studies are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. System parameters.

Abbreviation Nomenclature Values

SN Rated Apparent Power 10 kVA
Vg(p-p) Phase to Phase Grid Voltage 400 V
Vg(p) Phase Voltage 230 V
VDC DC-Link Voltage 700 V

L1(abc) Inductor, L1 3.4 mH
L2(abc) Inductor, L2 0.588 mH
Lg(abc) Grid Inductance, Lg 10 mH
Cf(abc) Filter Capacitor 4.7 µF
Rd(abc) Damping Resistor 1.8 Ω
fsw & fs Switching & Sampling Frequency 10 kHz

2.5. Inner Loop Control of VSC

The inner loop control of a VSC is normally a current controller. Current controllers can be
categorized into two categories which are the linear type controller and the non-linear type controller.
The most popular linear current control techniques used until now are the Proportional Integral (PI)
current controller, where the control is performed in a rotational reference frame. The other one is the
Proportional Resonant (PR) current controller, which is used to track a sinusoidal set point working in
a static reference frame. In this work, a PR current controller will be used to accommodate the inner
loop control of the VSC. The selection is supported by the fact that the PR current controller offers
a very good performance and its implementation is simple. An ideal PR controller is described in
Equation (19) however, it may give stability problem due to its infinite gain [24]:

GPR(s) = Kp + Kr
s

s2 + ωo2 (19)

In order to avoid this condition, the PR controller can be made as non-ideal, considering a damped
or bandpass structure. The resulting transfer function is given by Equation (20):
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GPR(s) = Kp + Kr
2ωcs

s2 + 2ωcs + ωo2 (20)

The term ωc is the bandwidth around the ac frequency of ωo. The gain of the PR controller at the
frequency ωo in Equation (20) is finite, but it is still large enough to provide only a very small/null
steady state error. This equation makes the controller easy and reliable when it is digitally implemented
in real applications. In the previous equations Kp is the proportional gain and Kr is the resonant gain
term. The ideal resonant provides an infinite gain at the ac frequency ωo and no phase shift and gain at
the other frequencies. Considering the transfer function in Equation (19), the bandwidth is very small
and almost null if compared to the non-ideal cases in Equation (20), where the ωc can be widened
or narrowed to control the bandwidth. The smaller the value of ωc, the more sensitive the filter to
the frequency variations and it will also lead to a slower transient response. Normally, a reasonable
value of ωc used in practice is between 5–15 rad/s. In this controller it is also possible to control the
bandwidth by using the Kr value. The higher the values of Kr, the larger the bandwidth can be.

On the contrary, the lower the value of Kr, the narrower is the bandwidth. On the other hand, by
varying the value of Kp, it will affect the magnitude. The magnitude increases with Kp but the peak
value is still at the resonant frequency. The output of the PR current controller is the reference voltage
at both α and β component. The modulation index, mref,α and mref,β used in the VF estimation can be
obtained by dividing the reference voltage by the VDC. This modulation index will be transformed
into the abc reference frame.

2.6. Current Reference Generated for PR Current Controller

In addition to the current controller and the VF estimation, it is necessary also to calculate the
set point to be provided to the current controller. The current set point, which is normally known as
current reference, is the output generated by the outer loop controller. The current reference generation
is based on the power calculation where the active and reactive power reference are also required.
The positive sequence of the VF estimation at both alpha and beta components will be used to calculate
the current reference. Since the current is controlled at the converter side, the capacitor current needs to
be added with the current at PCC in order to match with the current at the converter side. The current
references in the alpha and beta reference frame can be calculated in Equations (21) and (22):

i∗α =

[
Pre f · χg

α+ + Qre f · χg
β+

χgα+2 + χgβ+2

]
+ i f

α (21)

i∗β =

[
Pre f · χg

β+ + Qre f · χg
α+

χgα+2 + χgβ+2

]
+ i f

β (22)

3. Simulation Results

Based on the system overview shown in Figure 1, the complete proposed method used for
performing both the simulation and experimental analysis is shown in Figure 10. The system
parameters listed in Table 1 are the ones used for both simulation and experimental studies.
Considering the parameters listed in Table 1 and the proposed method shown in Figure 10,
the simulation have been done considering different scenarios.
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3.1. Change in Active Power Delivery at the Point after T1 and PCC

In order to evaluate the controllability of the control proposal, the first test is oriented to evaluate
the performance of the system when tracking the active power after the point T1, while the second test
is focused on evaluating the performance of the system after the point of T2 which is also the PCC
according to Figure 1. The first test will permit to ensure that the system is working properly before
the entire system is simulated. The reference step changes has been made and the results for the first
test considering the per-unit values are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Simulation results: (a) Positive sequence of VF estimation after transformer, T1; (b) Tracking
capability of the system of the current controller; (c) Active & reactive power injection to the grid.

The power reference step is performed at t = 0.1 s. The system is simulated from t = 0.1 s until
t = 0.6 s. The proportional gain, Kp and the resonant gain Kr used in the simulation are set to 7 and
19 respectively. The plots in Figure 11a shows the positive sequence of the VF estimation after the
transformer T1. This simulation proves that the voltage sensor-less system is working well, as the
positive sequence VF estimations have been obtained with no need of measuring the grid voltage.
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The alpha and beta component of VF estimation have the same amplitude of the beta component but
lagged 90◦, what endorses the VF calculations. In this simulation study, the PR current controller used
in the inner loop provides a very fast and good response. In fact the converter current is able to follow
the reference very fast, as it is shown in Figure 11b. The active power reference, Pref has been set to
1 p.u (10 kW) while the reactive power reference, Qref is set to zero. In the Figure 11c, it can be seen
that the measured active power and the reactive power match both the power references.

The second test is focused on testing the remote power control. Since the VF estimation in this test
is considered after the transformer T2, it is important to make sure that the output of the VF estimation
is perfect without any phase displacement. The power reference step applied in this simulation is
performed at t = 0.1 s and the power is stepped down to zero at t = 0.4 s in order to observe the
performance of the system during the transient as well as in the steady state. As in the first test, the
active power reference, Pref has been set to 1 p.u (10 kW) while the reactive power reference, Qref is set
to zero. The simulation results for the proposed system is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Simulation results: (a) VF estimation at the PCC; (b) Current reference generation and
converter current; (c) Active & reactive power reference and measurement.

Based on the simulation results obtained in Figure 12a, the estimated virtual flux positive sequence
is able to properly estimate the grid voltage conditions. The finding highlights that the estimation
performed by the DSOGI-VF works accurately, as the positive sequence components of the virtual flux
matches quite well with the value of the line-to-line voltage of the grid. The current reference in this
case is generated based on the output of the positive sequence of the VF estimation, as well as the active
and reactive power references, that provide the instantaneous current to be tracked. The performance
of the PR current controller is one of the important issues in this work because without a proper control,
the tracking error will be attained during the steady state condition. However, based on the results
shown in Figure 12b, it can be concluded that the performance of the proposed control is very good,
as the converter current is able to follow the reference without any errors. By referring to the results
shown in Figure 12, the proposed system is able to produce a good results as long as the required
parameters are available during the estimation.

The measured active and reactive power are shown in Figure 12c. It can be concluded that the
proposed system is able to properly control the power at the remote point. Based on the results shown
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in Figures 11c and 12c, a transient overshoot occurs when the step was applied at t = 0.1 s. However,
this overshoot is soon attenuated and the system reaches its steady state at t = 0.105 s. However, this
transient overshoot does not have a significant impact in the active and reactive power injection to
the grid.

3.2. Change in Active and Reactive Power Injection

The performance of the system presented shown in Figure 1; when different values of active and
reactive power should be delivered to the grid will be analysed in this subsection. For doing that so,
different step changes in both active and reactive power have been applied in order to ensure that
the system is able to control remotely the active and reactive power injection. The performance of the
system in these scenarios are shown in Figure 13.
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In the first scenario, shown in Figure 13a, the active and reactive power reference have been set to
0.8 p.u and 0.2 p.u respectively. In the second scenario shown in Figure 13b, the active power has been
set to 0.7 p.u and the reactive power reference have been set to 0.4 p.u.

Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that in all cases the delivered active and reactive
power match with the references. These results verify that the VF estimations obtained in Figure 12a are
reliable to be used in the active and reactive power calculations. It should be noted that the simulation
results shown in Figures 12 and 13 are based on a system with a grid inductance value of 10 mH.

3.3. Change in Active and Reactive Power Injection Using Different Values of Grid Inductance

A different scenario of active and reactive power injection has been captured in Figure 14,
where different values of grid inductance of 10 µH, 5 mH and 10 mH have been used. In all cases,
the active power reference is set to 1 p.u and the reactive power reference is set to 0 p.u.

In the first scenario shown in Figure 14a, the grid inductance used is 10 µH. In the second and
third scenarios shown in Figure 14b,c, the grid inductance values used in the simulation are 10 mH
and 5 mH respectively. In real applications these values are mainly calculated from the impedance of
the transformers and the effect of the cables, although the second one has a much lower influence.

Considering the results obtained in Figure 14, it can be concluded that the system has a good
performance. All the results show a perfect tracking between the delivered active and reactive power
and the corresponding references. The transient performance is also satisfactory in all cases, however,
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as expected, the lower the grid inductance used, the faster the settling time and steady state can be
reached compared to the higher values of the grid inductance.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14  
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Figure 14. Different scenarios of active and reactive power injection: (a) When grid inductance,
Lg = 10 µH; (b) When grid inductance, Lg = 10 mH; (c) When Lg = 5 mH.

4. Experimental Results

The experimental setup that will be used for the final validation consists of a 10 kVA inverter
which is connected to a controlled 230 V phase-to-phase (400 V line-to-line), 50 Hz three phase AC
power source through the LCL filter. The inverter has been powered by a programmable dc power
supply that provides a 700 V dc-link. The inverter, LCL filter and the transformer are located inside
the converter cabinet and the output from the converter is linked to the input of the oscilloscope.
The output of the oscilloscope then will be linked to the grid emulator-sag generator device, which
supplied the grid voltage to the overall system. The proposed control method has been programmed
on a dSpace1103 platform (dSPACE Inc., Wixom, MI, USA). The experimental setup in the lab is shown
in Figure 15a and the block diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 15b, respectively.

As for the experimental investigation, the “grid emulator-voltage sag generator device” has been
used for setting a grid inductance value of 10 mH. It is important to remark that the layout of the
experimental setup has the same structure of the one used in the simulation analysis presented in
the previous section. Moreover, in the experimental setup have the same parameters as the ones
provided for the simulation, which are listed in Table 1. In this workbench the active and reactive
power references can be changed easily and the values of measured as well as estimated signals can be
easily plotted and captured by using SCADA system which is built using the Control Desk application
of dSpace.
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Figure 15. Experimental Setup: (a) Experimental setup in the lab; (b) Block diagram of the experimental setup.

4.1. Performance of VF Based Controller

The first step of the experimental validation will be focused on testing the performance of the VF
based controller, which is now running on the dSpace. This first test will permit us to evaluate whether
the digital implementation of the controller works properly or not. Since the proposed system has been
tested in simulation, the experimental result obtained here permits to verify that the proposed method
is working well also in a real platform. As it will be shown, the performance achieved is satisfactory
and the pipeline of the controller is ensured working at the sampling frequency of the DSP which is
embedded in the dSpace. A first test, where the value of the resonant controller is changed, is made in
order to carry out a preliminary evaluation of the transient performance. This scenario can be observed
in Figure 16a,b.
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Figure 16. Experimental results captured from the oscilloscope: (a) Experimental results of grid
voltages and current when Kp = 7 and Kr = 70; (b) Zoom in version of the grid voltages and currents
shown in (a); (c) Experimental results of grid voltages and current when Kp =7 and Kr = 19; (d) Zoom
in version of the grid voltages and currents shown in (c).

The waveforms of grid voltages and currents have been captured when the reference power has
been boosted up from zero to 7 kW (0.7 p.u). In Figure 16a,b, the Kp and Kr value has been set to 7 and
70, respectively. When the step has been applied, there is a transient overshoot occurred on the current
even though the system is stable in both open loop and closed loop. However, when the resonant
gain is reduced for instance to 19, this transient overshoot is eliminated as shown in Figure 16c,d,
improving thus the performance of the system.
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Another test has been carried out considering an active power reference step going from zero to
8 kW (0.8 p.u), while the reactive power reference remains equal to zero. The experimental results
obtained from are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Active power change: (a) Positive sequence of virtual flux estimation; (b) Tracking capability
of PR current controller; (c) Current reference generation; (d) Active power measurement; (e) Reactive
power measurement; (f) Steady state error of the system.

The VF-based synchronization method works properly without measuring the grid voltage for
the synchronization process. It is worth remarking that this verifies that the grid frequency supplied
by the FLL can be estimated by using the virtual flux signal. Moreover, this estimation can be used
with good performance at different control levels, as for instance, the PR current controller block.

Since the experimental is performed under balanced condition, it is clear that the positive sequence
of the virtual flux estimation has the same amplitude, as shown in Figure 17a. The phase of the grid
voltage in the case of VF based synchronization can be obtained by considering the inverse tangent of
χg

β+/χg
α+.

In this experimental validation, the virtual flux estimation provides good results. The Kp and Kr

values are maintained to 7 and 19, respectively, in order to see if the values are reliable enough to be
used in the digital system. Based on the results obtained, it can be seen that the tracking capability of
the PR current controller is perfect, without any delay or phase displacement. The converter current in
this case is able to follow the reference current generated, as shown in Figure 17b. Since the positive
sequence virtual flux estimation output is balanced, the current reference used for the PR current
controller is also balanced and has the same amplitude as shown in Figure 17c. It is clear that both
active and reactive power measurements shown in Figure 17d,e match with the active and reactive
power reference that have been set. In this work, the instantaneous power theory has been used
to measure the active and reactive power, without including any filter. This is the reason why the
power has a small ripple, due to the inherent noise in the acquisition system boosted also by the
relatively high impedance of the experimental grid. In steady state conditions, the error in the α and β

components are zero as shown in Figure 17f, which proves that the PR current controller is efficient at
eliminating the tracking error.
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4.2. Control of Active Power Delivery

As the main objective of this work is to control the active and reactive power injection remotely,
monitoring the frequency and knowing the voltage magnitude at the point of connection are very
important in order to ensure a secure operation of the whole system. Theoretically, in an electrical
system, the magnitude of the voltage is controlled by the reactive power exchange. Based on the
understanding that any mismatching between the supply and demand will give rise to a change of
system voltage, the voltage gradient across the transmission line defines the reactive power flow to
be injected or absorbed in the line and vice versa. This is the reason why the positive sequence VF
estimation is so significant and important for controlling the reactive power remotely. In Figure 18,
the results captured from the oscilloscope are shown when 9.5 kW (0.95 p.u) are injected to the grid.
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Figure 18. Experimental results captured from the oscilloscope.

The result shown in Figure 18 prove that the proposed system works properly. Since the
frequency is the most important global magnitude in AC network, it should be ideally maintained
by all the interconnected elements in a cooperative manner. It is understandable that in case of the
frequency variations, regulating the active power is essential, increasing/decreasing the power when
the frequency decreases/increases. In this work, the system frequency used is 50 Hz. When the step
reference has been applied, the system works well without any transient overshoot, as shown in
Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Grid voltages and currents when the step reference from 0 to 10 kW has been applied.

A different value of purely active power reference has been injected to the grid and the
experimental results are shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Injection of purely active power: (a) Results captured from oscilloscope with power reference
step is set from 0 to 7.5 kW (0.75 p.u); (b) Results captured from the control desk when power reference
is set to 7 kW (0.7 p.u); (c) Results captured from the control desk when power reference is set to 9 kW
(0.9 p.u).

Figure 20a shows the captured result from the oscilloscope based on purely active power injection.
The active power reference has been boosted up from zero to 7.5 kW in Figure 20a. In Figure 20b,c, the
results are captured from the control desk. The active power reference step has been applied from zero
to 7 kW in Figure 20b,c, 9 kW active power reference has been set, respectively. The system is working
fine and the system has reached its steady state condition at t = 0.02 s. In this test, the reactive power
measurement in the three cases shown in Figure 20 are equal to zero, which matches with the value of
reactive power reference that has been set in the experiments.

4.3. Control of Reactive Power Delivery

In these case studies, the reactive power reference step has been applied in order to see the
behaviour of the system at both transients and steady state condition. As it can be concluded from the
plots, a very smooth transient state condition of the reactive power injection can be seen in Figure 20.
The result captured from the oscilloscope is shown in Figure 21 when purely reactive power has been
injected. The reactive power reference has been set to 6 kVar (0.6 p.u).
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Based on the results obtained, the system is capable to control the reactive power. It is
understandable that there are power losses occurred during the experimental, less than 0.2 kvar,
thus the result shown in Figure 21 is satisfactory. Figure 22 is the zoom version of the waveforms
shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 22. Injection of reactive power when step change has been applied from 0 to 6 kVar (0.6 p.u).

By referring to the red box in Figure 22, it can be seen that the current, I1 lags the voltage, U1 by
almost 90◦ when purely reactive power is injected. Considering that the system is working at 50 Hz
fundamental frequency, the time for one full cycle is equal to 20 ms.

Since one full cycle is equivalent to 360◦, ∆X = 4.95 ms is considered as 89.1◦ phase lag
[(360◦ × 4.95 ms)/20 ms]. In Figure 23, the experimental results captured from the control desk
considering different values of active and reactive power injections to the grid have been presented.
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Figure 23. Injection of reactive power: (a) Step change from 0 to 2 kVar when active power injection is
8 kW; (b) Step change from 0 to 4 kVar when active power injection maintain at 8 kW; (c) Step change
from 0 to 2 kVar when active power injection is 7 kW.

The reactive power reference step has been applied in order to see the behavior of the system
at both transients and steady state condition. As it can be concluded from the plots, a very smooth
transient state condition of the reactive power injection can be seen in Figure 23 for all the three case
studies. Based on the experimental results shown from Figure 16 until Figure 23, it can be concluded
that the proposed system based on the VF-based synchronization is able to control the injection of active
and reactive power to the grid. In general, the presented results at both simulation and experimental
endorse the accuracy of VF estimation, since the synchronization with the grid and the corresponding
control of the active and reactive power injection to the PCC is based on the VF signals.

5. Conclusions

This work presented a control method based on VF synchronization that permits one to control
the active/reactive power delivery in a remote point of the grid, as for instance at the transformer
connection point. The results from the simulation as well as the experimental studies prove that
the VF based synchronization is a good method to estimate the grid voltage condition without
using any voltage sensor. Furthermore the proposed VF-based synchronization have shown to
have a good behaviour which contribute to achieve a good performance of overall systems in the
experimental validation.

The fast synchronization and the smooth reference tracking achieved in transient conditions, have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the DSOGI-VF and the PR current controller used in the proposed
system. The most obvious finding that emerges from this study is that the VF estimation is reliable
to estimate the voltage at different points along the grid as long as the parameters needed for the
estimation are available. Therefore, it is possible to control the power injection/absorption remotely.
Additionally, the presented control solution in this paper offers a flexible way to control the active and
reactive power. The possibility of controlling the active and reactive power flow at remote location in
the grid can be useful for several applications, especially in the microgrid system.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

RES Renewable Energy Source
PCC Point of Common Connection
TSO Transmission System Operators
VSC Voltage Source Converters
VF Virtual Flux
LCL Inductor (L), Capacitor (C), Inductor (L)
DPC Direct Power Control
VOC Voltage Oriented Control
DSOGI-FLL Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator with Frequency Locked Loop
DSOGI-QSG Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator with Quadrature Signal Generator
FLL Frequency Locked Loop
PNSC Positive and Negative Sequence Components extractor
DSOGI-VF Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator based Virtual Flux
PI Proportional Integral
PR Proportional Resonant
GI Generalized Integrator
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
SVM Space Vector Modulation
PNS Positive and Negative Sequence
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